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DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY
WASHINGTON, D.C.

March 18, 2021
FACT SHEET: The American Rescue Plan Will Deliver Immediate Economic Relief to Families
The current public health crisis and resulting economic crisis have devastated the health and economic
wellbeing of millions of Americans. From big cities to small towns, Americans – particularly people of
color, immigrants, and low-wage workers – are facing a deep economic crisis. More than 9.5 million
workers have lost their jobs in the wake of the pandemic, with 4 million out of work for half a year or
longer.
The American Rescue Plan will change the course of the pandemic and deliver immediate and direct
relief to families and workers impacted by the COVID-19 crisis through no fault of their own. This law is
one of the most progressive pieces of legislation in history, and will build a bridge to an equitable
economic recovery.
Economic Impact Payments
Through this third round of Economic Impact Payments, the U.S. Department of the Treasury (Treasury
Department) and the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) are ensuring that Americans will receive fast and
direct relief during the final phase of the COVID-19 crisis. As of yesterday, approximately 90 million
Economic Impact Payments had been disbursed, thereby ensuring that more than $242 billion of
much-needed relief will be received by millions of Americans and their families within days of enactment
of the American Rescue Plan. Unlike the prior rounds of Economic Impact Payments, the American
Rescue Plan requires a 2021 “true-up” additional payment, when applicable, based on information (such
as a recently filed 2020 tax return) that the IRS receives mid-year during 2021. This additional Economic
Impact Payment will ensure that Americans and their families receive greater amounts of financial
assistance during 2021, rather than waiting to claim a Recovery Rebate Credit on a tax return in 2022.
Those eligible will automatically receive an Economic Impact Payment of up to $1,400 for individuals or
$2,800 for married couples, plus $1,400 for each dependent. Unlike the prior rounds of Economic Impact
Payments, families will get a payment for all their dependents claimed on a tax return, not just their
qualifying children under 17.
Normally, a taxpayer will qualify for the full amount if they have an adjusted gross income of up to
$75,000 for singles and married persons filing a separate return, up to $112,500 for heads of household,
and up to $150,000 for married couples filing joint returns and surviving spouses. Payment amounts are
reduced for filers with incomes above those levels.
The Treasury Department and the IRS continue to expand outreach to the millions of homeless, rural
poor, and other disadvantaged Americans to ensure that they receive Economic Impact Payments. This
includes new and continued relationships with homeless shelters, legal aid clinics, and providing
Economic Impact Payment information in more than 35 languages.
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Child Tax Credit
The American Rescue Plan’s expansion of the Child Tax Credit will substantially reduce child poverty by
supplementing the earnings of families receiving the tax credit. Specifically, the Child Tax Credit has
been revised in the following ways:
1. The credit amount has been increased. The American Rescue Plan increased the amount of the
Child Tax Credit from $2,000 to $3,600 for children under age 6, and $3,000 for other children
under age 18.
2. The credit’s scope has been expanded. Children 17 years old and younger, as opposed to 16
years old and younger, will now be covered by the Child Tax Credit.
3. Credit amounts will be made through advance payments during 2021. Individuals eligible
for a 2021 Child Tax Credit will receive advance payments of the individual’s credit, which the
IRS and the Bureau of the Fiscal Service will make through periodic payments from July 1, to
December 31, 2021. This change will allow struggling families to receive financial assistance
now, rather than waiting until the 2022 tax filing season to receive the Child Tax Credit benefit.
4. The credit is now fully refundable. By making the Child Tax Credit fully refundable, lowincome households will be entitled to receive the full credit benefit, as significantly expanded and
increased by the American Rescue Plan.
5. The credit is now extended to Puerto Rico and the U.S. Territories. For the first time, lowincome families residing in Puerto Rico and the U.S. Territories will receive this vital financial
assistance to better support their children’s development and health and educational attainment.
To facilitate the disbursement of Child Tax Credit advance payments during 2021, the American Rescue
Plan requires the IRS to establish an online portal for taxpayers to update relevant data for mid-year
payment adjustments (for example, the birth of a child during 2021). In addition to this online tool, the
Treasury Department and the IRS will carry out a sweeping public awareness campaign parallel to its
Economic Impact Payment campaign to reach all Americans who may be eligible for this financial
assistance.
State and Local Fiscal Recovery Fund
State, local and tribal governments across America have been under an unprecedented strain in the wake
of the COVID-19 crisis. While the need for services has increased —including setting up emergency
medical facilities, standing up vaccination sites, and supporting struggling small businesses—state and
local revenues have plummeted as a result of the economic fallout from the crisis. At the height of the
fallout, public sector employment fell by around 1.4 million jobs, including layoffs of 1 million educators,
compared to around 750,000 job losses during the Great Recession. As a result, communities have faced
untenable choices, between laying off educators, firefighters and other frontline workers or failing to
provide services that communities rely on.
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The American Rescue Plan provides $350 billion dollars in emergency funding for state, local, territorial,
and Tribal governments to remedy this mismatch between rising costs and falling revenues. This includes:
•
•

$195 billion for states, (a minimum of $500 million for each State);
$130 billion for local governments (a minimum of $1.25 billion per state is provided by the
statute inclusive of the amounts allocated to local governments within the state);
• $20 billion for tribal governments; and
• $4.5 billion for territories
The Rescue Plan will provide needed relief to state, local, and Tribal governments to enable them to
continue to support the public health response and lay the foundation for a strong and equitable economic
recovery. In addition to helping these governments address the revenue losses they have experienced as a
result of the crisis, it will help them cover the costs incurred due responding to the public health
emergency and provide support for a recovery – including through assistance to households, small
businesses and nonprofits, aid to impacted industries, and support for essential workers. It will also
provide resources for state, local, and Tribal governments to invest in infrastructure, including water,
sewer, and broadband services.
Capital Projects Fund
The COVID-19 crisis starkly illuminated key shortcomings – and inequalities – in U.S. infrastructure.
While some communities were able to adapt to the pandemic with remote or socially-distanced options
for work, education, and health care, others lacked the infrastructure needed to do so, compounding the
disruptions of the pandemic and exacerbating existing inequalities, with long-term consequences for
American families. One particularly salient infrastructure challenge has been the digital divide and the
absence of foundational conditions that enable network connectivity and access. As more and more areas
of work and education move online, this divide risks leaving many American families behind.
Recognizing these challenges, the American Rescue Plan provides $10 billion for states, territories, and
Tribes to cover the costs of capital projects like broadband infrastructure.
The Capital Projects Fund takes critical steps to addressing these challenges laid bare by the pandemic,
especially in rural America and low- and moderate-income communities, helping to ensure that all
communities have access to the high-quality, modern infrastructure needed to thrive, including internet
access.
Homeowner Assistance Fund
As the economic fallout from the COVID-19 crisis took form, millions of Americans were faced with the
pressures of having to decide between making mortgage payments and other essential obligations. This
was especially true for the low-income communities and communities of color who bore the brunt of this
crisis. Across the country, one in 10 homeowners with a mortgage are behind on payments. The law takes
immediate steps to help Americans stay in their homes and keep a roof over their heads.
The American Rescue Plan provides nearly $10 billion for states, territories, and Tribes to provide relief
for our country’s most vulnerable homeowners. This includes:
•

A minimum of $50 million for each state, the District of Columbia and Puerto Rico;
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•

$30 million for the territories of Guam, American Samoa, the United States Virgin Islands, and
the Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands;
• An explicit mandate to prioritize socially disadvantaged households;
The law prioritizes those homeowners that have experienced the greatest hardships, leveraging local and
national income indicators to maximize intended impact. Applicable funding uses include delinquent
mortgage payments, allowing Americans across the country to take a step in the right direction toward
household stabilization. These necessary actions will minimize foreclosures in the coming months,
alleviate emergency shelter capacity, and mitigate potential COVID-19 infections.
Emergency Rental Assistance
An underlying consequence of the COVID-19 pandemic is that household stability is not just a financial
security issue, but also a health concern. As the country entered the throes of the crisis, many cities and
states began creating or expanding rental assistance programs to support at-risk households. The
December appropriations bill provided $25 billion of federal relief to be administered by the Emergency
Rental Assistance (ERA) program for disbursement to existing state and local government programs. The
American Rescue Plan nearly doubles the initial funding to expand the reach and impact of the existing
ERA program, taking additional steps to mitigate the financial harm caused by the pandemic and keeping
Americans safe as the country addresses the virus.
The American Rescue Plan provides $21.6 billion for states, territories, and local governments to assist
households that are unable to pay rent and utilities due to the COVID-19 crisis. This includes:
•
•

A minimum of $152 million for each state and the District of Columbia;
$305 million for the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, the United States Virgin Islands, Guam, the
Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands, and American Samoa;
• $2.5 billion for payments to “high-need grantees,” locations with an urgent need for assistance
when factoring conditions such as change in employment, concentration of very low-income
renters, and rental market costs
As a result of the American Rescue Plan, states and localities across the country will be better armed to
provide relief and assistance to those vulnerable households. The new funding will leverage existing
program structures, allowing for money to be disbursed quickly and efficiently to on the ground
emergency programs, and ensuring this country’s hardest-hit families to receive their equitable share of
relief.
State Small Business Credit Initiative
It is no secret that the pandemic has disproportionately impacted small businesses across the country,
particularly those owned and operated by women and minorities. Every community has had to face the
unfortunate reality of local storefronts that are closing or have closed, resulting in friends and family
members being furloughed or laid off. Nationally, small business revenue is down 32 percent, and at least
400,000 firms have permanently closed. After a year of the public health crisis, many businesses are
hanging on by a thread. Within this law are plans to provide critical assistance to small businesses across
the country, facilitating the urgent deployment of capital and support to help these organizations not just
persevere, but recover on solid footing.
The American Rescue Plan provides $10 billion to state and Tribal governments to fund small business
credit expansion initiatives. This program will build off the inaugural model developed in 2011 during the
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Obama-Biden Administration, in which nearly $1.5 billion in capital supported over $8 billion in new
lending and investing activity across 142 different programs in its first 5 years. The new iteration will
expand in scale and include:
•

$1.5 billion for states to support businesses owned by socially and economically disadvantaged
people;
• $1 billion for an incentive program to boost funding tranches for states that show robust support
for such businesses; and
• $500 million to support very small businesses with fewer than 10 employees;
This law will inject capital into state small business support and capital access programs, provide
collateral support, facilitate loan participation, and enable credit guarantee programs. It will boost state
venture capital programs and provide funding for technical support and assistance. This Administration
recognizes that small businesses—enterprises that are responsible for two-thirds of net new jobs in this
country—are the backbone of the American economy, and a bellwether of economic progress.
Employee Retention Credit and Paid Leave Credit Programs
In addition to the SSBCI, the American Rescue Plan extends a number of critical tax benefits to small
businesses that are intended to help businesses through to the recovery while keeping up their payrolls
and still taking steps to protect health outcomes for employees.
The American Rescue Plan extends the availability of the Employee Retention Credit for small businesses
through December 2021 and allows businesses to offset their current payroll tax liabilities by up to
$7,000 per employee per quarter. This credit of up to $28,000 per employee for 2021 is available to
small businesses who have seen their revenues decline, or even been temporarily shuttered, due to
COVID.
The American Rescue Plan also extends through September 2021 the availability of Paid Leave Credits
for small and midsize businesses that offer paid leave to employees who may take leave due to illness,
quarantine, or caregiving. Businesses can take dollar-for-dollar tax credits equal to wages of up to
$5,000 if they offer paid leave to employees who are sick or quarantining. Paid Leave Credits are a
powerful incentive to encourage the offer of paid sick and family leave, which will help keep the virus
under control by ensuring sick employees can stay home.
Unemployment Compensation
Across the nation, millions of Americans lost their jobs in the wake of the COVID-19 pandemic and, as a
result, claimed unemployment benefits. The American Rescue Plan waives federal income taxes on the
first $10,200 of unemployment benefits received in 2020 by middle- and lower-income taxpayers. The tax
relief extends to both workers who received benefits through federal unemployment programs as well as
those who received traditional benefits through their state unemployment insurance fund. This law will
provide tax relief for Americans who lost their jobs and utilized unemployment benefits last year –
allowing millions of workers to focus their benefits on covering essentials during the COVID-19
pandemic.
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FACT SHEET: The Coronavirus State and Local Fiscal Recovery Funds Will Deliver
$350 Billion for State, Local, Territorial, and Tribal Governments to Respond to the
COVID-19 Emergency and Bring Back Jobs
May 10, 2021
Aid to state, local, territorial, and Tribal governments will help turn the tide on the pandemic, address its
economic fallout, and lay the foundation for a strong and equitable recovery
Today, the U.S. Department of the Treasury announced the launch of the Coronavirus State and Local
Fiscal Recovery Funds, established by the American Rescue Plan Act of 2021, to provide $350 billion in
emergency funding for eligible state, local, territorial, and Tribal governments. Treasury also released
details on how these funds can be used to respond to acute pandemic response needs, fill revenue
shortfalls among these governments, and support the communities and populations hardest-hit by the
COVID-19 crisis. With the launch of the Coronavirus State and Local Fiscal Recovery Funds, eligible
jurisdictions will be able to access this funding in the coming days to address these needs.
State, local, territorial, and Tribal governments have been on the frontlines of responding to the
immense public health and economic needs created by this crisis – from standing up vaccination sites to
supporting small businesses – even as these governments confronted revenue shortfalls during the
downturn. As a result, these governments have endured unprecedented strains, forcing many to make
untenable choices between laying off educators, firefighters, and other frontline workers or failing to
provide other services that communities rely on. Faced with these challenges, state and local
governments have cut over 1 million jobs since the beginning of the crisis. The experience of prior
economic downturns has shown that budget pressures like these often result in prolonged fiscal
austerity that can slow an economic recovery.
To support the immediate pandemic response, bring back jobs, and lay the groundwork for a strong and
equitable recovery, the American Rescue Plan Act of 2021 established the Coronavirus State and Local
Fiscal Recovery Funds, designed to deliver $350 billion to state, local, territorial, and Tribal governments
to bolster their response to the COVID-19 emergency and its economic impacts. Today, Treasury is
launching this much-needed relief to:
•

Support urgent COVID-19 response efforts to continue to decrease spread of the virus and bring
the pandemic under control;

•

Replace lost public sector revenue to strengthen support for vital public services and help retain
jobs;

•

Support immediate economic stabilization for households and businesses; and,

•

Address systemic public health and economic challenges that have contributed to the inequal
impact of the pandemic on certain populations.

The Coronavirus State and Local Fiscal Recovery Funds provide substantial flexibility for each jurisdiction
to meet local needs—including support for households, small businesses, impacted industries, essential
workers, and the communities hardest-hit by the crisis. These funds also deliver resources that
recipients can invest in building, maintaining, or upgrading their water, sewer, and broadband
infrastructure.
1
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Starting today, eligible state, territorial, metropolitan city, county, and Tribal governments may request
Coronavirus State and Local Fiscal Recovery Funds through the Treasury Submission Portal. Concurrent
with this program launch, Treasury has published an Interim Final Rule that implements the provisions
of this program.
FUNDING AMOUNTS
The American Rescue Plan provides a total of $350 billion in Coronavirus State and Local Fiscal Recovery
Funds to help eligible state, local, territorial, and Tribal governments meet their present needs and build
the foundation for a strong recovery. Congress has allocated this funding to tens of thousands of
jurisdictions. These allocations include:
Amount
($ billions)

Type
States & District of Columbia

$195.3

Counties

$65.1

Metropolitan Cites

$45.6

Tribal Governments

$20.0

Territories

$4.5

Non-Entitlement Units of
Local Government

$19.5

Treasury expects to distribute these funds directly to each state, territorial, metropolitan city, county,
and Tribal government. Local governments that are classified as non-entitlement units will receive this
funding through their applicable state government. Treasury expects to provide further guidance on
distributions to non-entitlement units next week.
Local governments should expect to receive funds in two tranches, with 50% provided beginning in May
2021 and the balance delivered 12 months later. States that have experienced a net increase in the
unemployment rate of more than 2 percentage points from February 2020 to the latest available data as
of the date of certification will receive their full allocation of funds in a single payment; other states will
receive funds in two equal tranches. Governments of U.S. territories will receive a single payment.
Tribal governments will receive two payments, with the first payment available in May and the second
payment, based on employment data, to be delivered in June 2021.
USES OF FUNDING
Coronavirus State and Local Fiscal Recovery Funds provide eligible state, local, territorial, and Tribal
governments with a substantial infusion of resources to meet pandemic response needs and rebuild a
stronger, more equitable economy as the country recovers. Within the categories of eligible uses,
recipients have broad flexibility to decide how best to use this funding to meet the needs of their
communities. Recipients may use Coronavirus State and Local Fiscal Recovery Funds to:

2
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•

Support public health expenditures, by funding COVID-19 mitigation efforts, medical expenses,
behavioral healthcare, and certain public health and safety staff;

•

Address negative economic impacts caused by the public health emergency, including
economic harms to workers, households, small businesses, impacted industries, and the public
sector;

•

Replace lost public sector revenue, using this funding to provide government services to the
extent of the reduction in revenue experienced due to the pandemic;

•

Provide premium pay for essential workers, offering additional support to those who have
borne and will bear the greatest health risks because of their service in critical infrastructure
sectors; and,

•

Invest in water, sewer, and broadband infrastructure, making necessary investments to
improve access to clean drinking water, support vital wastewater and stormwater
infrastructure, and to expand access to broadband internet.

Within these overall categories, Treasury’s Interim Final Rule provides guidelines and principles for
determining the types of programs and services that this funding can support, together with examples
of allowable uses that recipients may consider. As described below, Treasury has also designed these
provisions to take into consideration the disproportionate impacts of the COVID-19 public health
emergency on those hardest-hit by the pandemic.
1. Supporting the public health response
Mitigating the impact of COVID-19 continues to require an unprecedented public health response from
state, local, territorial, and Tribal governments. Coronavirus State and Local Fiscal Recovery Funds
provide resources to meet these needs through the provision of care for those impacted by the virus
and through services that address disparities in public health that have been exacerbated by the
pandemic. Recipients may use this funding to address a broad range of public health needs across
COVID-19 mitigation, medical expenses, behavioral healthcare, and public health resources. Among
other services, these funds can help support:
•

Services and programs to contain and mitigate the spread of COVID-19, including:
Vaccination programs
Medical expenses
Testing
Contact tracing
Isolation or quarantine
PPE purchases
Support for vulnerable populations to
access medical or public health services
 Public health surveillance (e.g.,
monitoring for variants)
 Enforcement of public health orders
 Public communication efforts









 Enhancement of healthcare capacity,
including alternative care facilities
 Support for prevention, mitigation, or
other services in congregate living
facilities and schools
 Enhancement of public health data
systems
 Capital investments in public facilities to
meet pandemic operational needs
 Ventilation improvements in key settings
like healthcare facilities

3
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•

Services to address behavioral healthcare needs exacerbated by the pandemic, including:





•

Mental health treatment
Substance misuse treatment
Other behavioral health services
Hotlines or warmlines

 Crisis intervention
 Services or outreach to promote access
to health and social services

Payroll and covered benefits expenses for public health, healthcare, human services, public
safety and similar employees, to the extent that they work on the COVID-19 response. For
public health and safety workers, recipients can use these funds to cover the full payroll and
covered benefits costs for employees or operating units or divisions primarily dedicated to the
COVID-19 response.

2. Addressing the negative economic impacts caused by the public health emergency
The COVID-19 public health emergency resulted in significant economic hardship for many Americans.
As businesses closed, consumers stayed home, schools shifted to remote education, and travel declined
precipitously, over 20 million jobs were lost between February and April 2020. Although many have
since returned to work, as of April 2021, the economy remains more than 8 million jobs below its prepandemic peak, and more than 3 million workers have dropped out of the labor market altogether since
February 2020.
To help alleviate the economic hardships caused by the pandemic, Coronavirus State and Local Fiscal
Recovery Funds enable eligible state, local, territorial, and Tribal governments to provide a wide range
of assistance to individuals and households, small businesses, and impacted industries, in addition to
enabling governments to rehire public sector staff and rebuild capacity. Among these uses include:
•

Delivering assistance to workers and families, including aid to unemployed workers and job
training, as well as aid to households facing food, housing, or other financial insecurity. In
addition, these funds can support survivor’s benefits for family members of COVID-19 victims.

•

Supporting small businesses, helping them to address financial challenges caused by the
pandemic and to make investments in COVID-19 prevention and mitigation tactics, as well as to
provide technical assistance. To achieve these goals, recipients may employ this funding to
execute a broad array of loan, grant, in-kind assistance, and counseling programs to enable
small businesses to rebound from the downturn.

•

Speeding the recovery of the tourism, travel, and hospitality sectors, supporting industries that
were particularly hard-hit by the COVID-19 emergency and are just now beginning to mend.
Similarly impacted sectors within a local area are also eligible for support.

•

Rebuilding public sector capacity, by rehiring public sector staff and replenishing
unemployment insurance (UI) trust funds, in each case up to pre-pandemic levels. Recipients
may also use this funding to build their internal capacity to successfully implement economic
relief programs, with investments in data analysis, targeted outreach, technology infrastructure,
and impact evaluations.

4
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3. Serving the hardest-hit communities and families
While the pandemic has affected communities across the country, it has disproportionately impacted
low-income families and communities of color and has exacerbated systemic health and economic
inequities. Low-income and socially vulnerable communities have experienced the most severe health
impacts. For example, counties with high poverty rates also have the highest rates of infections and
deaths, with 223 deaths per 100,000 compared to the U.S. average of 175 deaths per 100,000.
Coronavirus State and Local Fiscal Recovery Funds allow for a broad range of uses to address the
disproportionate public health and economic impacts of the crisis on the hardest-hit communities,
populations, and households. Eligible services include:
•

Addressing health disparities and the social determinants of health, through funding for
community health workers, public benefits navigators, remediation of lead hazards, and
community violence intervention programs;

•

Investments in housing and neighborhoods, such as services to address individuals
experiencing homelessness, affordable housing development, housing vouchers, and residential
counseling and housing navigation assistance to facilitate moves to neighborhoods with high
economic opportunity;

•

Addressing educational disparities through new or expanded early learning services, providing
additional resources to high-poverty school districts, and offering educational services like
tutoring or afterschool programs as well as services to address social, emotional, and mental
health needs; and,

•

Promoting healthy childhood environments, including new or expanded high quality childcare,
home visiting programs for families with young children, and enhanced services for child
welfare-involved families and foster youth.

Governments may use Coronavirus State and Local Fiscal Recovery Funds to support these additional
services if they are provided:
•

within a Qualified Census Tract (a low-income area as designated by the Department of Housing
and Urban Development);

•

to families living in Qualified Census Tracts;

•

by a Tribal government; or,

•

to other populations, households, or geographic areas disproportionately impacted by the
pandemic.

4. Replacing lost public sector revenue
State, local, territorial, and Tribal governments that are facing budget shortfalls may use Coronavirus
State and Local Fiscal Recovery Funds to avoid cuts to government services. With these additional
resources, recipients can continue to provide valuable public services and ensure that fiscal austerity
measures do not hamper the broader economic recovery.

5
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Many state, local, territorial, and Tribal governments have experienced significant budget shortfalls,
which can yield a devastating impact on their respective communities. Faced with budget shortfalls and
pandemic-related uncertainty, state and local governments cut staff in all 50 states. These budget
shortfalls and staff cuts are particularly problematic at present, as these entities are on the front lines of
battling the COVID-19 pandemic and helping citizens weather the economic downturn.
Recipients may use these funds to replace lost revenue. Treasury’s Interim Final Rule establishes a
methodology that each recipient can use to calculate its reduction in revenue. Specifically, recipients
will compute the extent of their reduction in revenue by comparing their actual revenue to an
alternative representing what could have been expected to occur in the absence of the pandemic.
Analysis of this expected trend begins with the last full fiscal year prior to the public health emergency
and projects forward at either (a) the recipient’s average annual revenue growth over the three full
fiscal years prior to the public health emergency or (b) 4.1%, the national average state and local
revenue growth rate from 2015-18 (the latest available data).
For administrative convenience, Treasury’s Interim Final Rule allows recipients to presume that any
diminution in actual revenue relative to the expected trend is due to the COVID-19 public health
emergency. Upon receiving Coronavirus State and Local Fiscal Recovery Funds, recipients may
immediately calculate the reduction in revenue that occurred in 2020 and deploy funds to address any
shortfall. Recipients will have the opportunity to re-calculate revenue loss at several points through the
program, supporting those entities that experience a lagged impact of the crisis on revenues.
Importantly, once a shortfall in revenue is identified, recipients will have broad latitude to use this
funding to support government services, up to this amount of lost revenue.
5. Providing premium pay for essential workers
Coronavirus State and Local Fiscal Recovery Funds provide resources for eligible state, local, territorial,
and Tribal governments to recognize the heroic contributions of essential workers. Since the start of the
public health emergency, essential workers have put their physical well-being at risk to meet the daily
needs of their communities and to provide care for others.
Many of these essential workers have not received compensation for the heightened risks they have
faced and continue to face. Recipients may use this funding to provide premium pay directly, or through
grants to private employers, to a broad range of essential workers who must be physically present at
their jobs including, among others:
 Staff at nursing homes, hospitals,
and home-care settings
 Workers at farms, food production
facilities, grocery stores, and restaurants
 Janitors and sanitation workers
 Public health and safety staff

 Truck drivers, transit staff, and
warehouse workers
 Childcare workers, educators, and school
staff
 Social service and human services staff

Treasury’s Interim Final Rule emphasizes the need for recipients to prioritize premium pay for lower
income workers. Premium pay that would increase a worker’s total pay above 150% of the greater of
the state or county average annual wage requires specific justification for how it responds to the needs
of these workers.

6
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In addition, employers are both permitted and encouraged to use Coronavirus State and Local Fiscal
Recovery Funds to offer retrospective premium pay, recognizing that many essential workers have not
yet received additional compensation for work performed. Staff working for third-party contractors in
eligible sectors are also eligible for premium pay.
6. Investing in water and sewer infrastructure
Recipients may use Coronavirus State and Local Fiscal Recovery Funds to invest in necessary
improvements to their water and sewer infrastructures, including projects that address the impacts of
climate change.
Recipients may use this funding to invest in an array of drinking water infrastructure projects, such as
building or upgrading facilities and transmission, distribution, and storage systems, including the
replacement of lead service lines.
Recipients may also use this funding to invest in wastewater infrastructure projects, including
constructing publicly-owned treatment infrastructure, managing and treating stormwater or subsurface
drainage water, facilitating water reuse, and securing publicly-owned treatment works.
To help jurisdictions expedite their execution of these essential investments, Treasury’s Interim Final
Rule aligns types of eligible projects with the wide range of projects that can be supported by the
Environmental Protection Agency’s Clean Water State Revolving Fund and Drinking Water State
Revolving Fund. Recipients retain substantial flexibility to identify those water and sewer infrastructure
investments that are of the highest priority for their own communities.
Treasury’s Interim Final Rule also encourages recipients to ensure that water, sewer, and broadband
projects use strong labor standards, including project labor agreements and community benefits
agreements that offer wages at or above the prevailing rate and include local hire provisions.
7. Investing in broadband infrastructure
The pandemic has underscored the importance of access to universal, high-speed, reliable, and
affordable broadband coverage. Over the past year, millions of Americans relied on the internet to
participate in remote school, healthcare, and work.
Yet, by at least one measure, 30 million Americans live in areas where there is no broadband service or
where existing services do not deliver minimally acceptable speeds. For millions of other Americans, the
high cost of broadband access may place it out of reach. The American Rescue Plan aims to help remedy
these shortfalls, providing recipients with flexibility to use Coronavirus State and Local Fiscal Recovery
Funds to invest in broadband infrastructure.
Recognizing the acute need in certain communities, Treasury’s Interim Final Rule provides that
investments in broadband be made in areas that are currently unserved or underserved—in other
words, lacking a wireline connection that reliably delivers minimum speeds of 25 Mbps download and 3
Mbps upload. Recipients are also encouraged to prioritize projects that achieve last-mile connections to
households and businesses.
Using these funds, recipients generally should build broadband infrastructure with modern technologies
in mind, specifically those projects that deliver services offering reliable 100 Mbps download and 100

7
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Mbps upload speeds, unless impracticable due to topography, geography, or financial cost. In addition,
recipients are encouraged to pursue fiber optic investments.
In view of the wide disparities in broadband access, assistance to households to support internet access
or digital literacy is an eligible use to respond to the public health and negative economic impacts of the
pandemic, as detailed above.
8. Ineligible Uses
Coronavirus State and Local Fiscal Recovery Funds provide substantial resources to help eligible state,
local, territorial, and Tribal governments manage the public health and economic consequences of
COVID-19. Recipients have considerable flexibility to use these funds to address the diverse needs of
their communities.
To ensure that these funds are used for their intended purposes, the American Rescue Plan Act also
specifies two ineligible uses of funds:
•

States and territories may not use this funding to directly or indirectly offset a reduction in net
tax revenue due to a change in law from March 3, 2021 through the last day of the fiscal year
in which the funds provided have been spent. The American Rescue Plan ensures that funds
needed to provide vital services and support public employees, small businesses, and families
struggling to make it through the pandemic are not used to fund reductions in net tax revenue.
Treasury’s Interim Final Rule implements this requirement. If a state or territory cuts taxes, they
must demonstrate how they paid for the tax cuts from sources other than Coronavirus State
Fiscal Recovery Funds—by enacting policies to raise other sources of revenue, by cutting
spending, or through higher revenue due to economic growth. If the funds provided have been
used to offset tax cuts, the amount used for this purpose must be paid back to the Treasury.

•

No recipient may use this funding to make a deposit to a pension fund. Treasury’s Interim
Final Rule defines a “deposit” as an extraordinary contribution to a pension fund for the purpose
of reducing an accrued, unfunded liability. While pension deposits are prohibited, recipients
may use funds for routine payroll contributions for employees whose wages and salaries are an
eligible use of funds.

Treasury’s Interim Final Rule identifies several other ineligible uses, including funding debt service, legal
settlements or judgments, and deposits to rainy day funds or financial reserves. Further, general
infrastructure spending is not covered as an eligible use outside of water, sewer, and broadband
investments or above the amount allocated under the revenue loss provision. While the program offers
broad flexibility to recipients to address local conditions, these restrictions will help ensure that funds
are used to augment existing activities and address pressing needs.
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CITY OF BLACKDUCK
RESOLUTION NO: 2021-01
A RESOLUTION OF ANNUAL APPOINTMENTS AND
DESIGNATIONS FOR 2021
WHEREAS, annually, at their first meeting in January, the Blackduck City
Council handles annual designations and appointments; and
WHEREAS, included is the designation of the Official Newspaper,
Official Depositories and Official Posting, and
WHEREAS, included is the designation of a Vice Mayor; and
WHEREAS, included are the appointments of City Councilors and staff
to various boards and commissions.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that the Blackduck City
Council does hereby make the annual designations (Exhibit A attached hereto)
and appointments (Exhibit B attached hereto), effective immediately upon
adoption.
Revised by the Blackduck City Council this 10th day of May 2021.
APPROVED:
______________________
Maxwell Gullette, Mayor

__________________________
Christina Regas, City Administrator
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CITY OF BLACKDUCK
RESOLUTION NO: 2021-01
EXHIBIT A
DESIGNATIONS
OFFICIAL NEWSPAPER:

Blackduck American

OFFICIAL POSTING LOCATION:

Blackduck City Hall
8 Summit Avenue NE, Blackduck

OFFICIAL DEPOSITORY:

Deerwood Bank

CITY ATTORNEY:

Joseph J. Langel of RRM Ratwik,
Roszak & Maloney, P.A.
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CITY OF BLACKDUCK
RESOLUTION NO: 2021-01
EXHIBIT B
APPOINTMENTS AND REPRESENTATION ON VARIOUS COMMITTEES
Vice Mayor: Nicholas Seitz
City Assessor: County Assessor, Joe Skerik
City Engineer: Curt Meyer, Widseth
Park & Trail Board (4): Public Works Supervisor, Mike Schwanke
City Administrator, Christina Regas
Council Member Sheldon Ostlund
Other Jace Grangruth
Personnel Committee (3):
Council member
Other
Other
Other

City Administrator, Christina Regas
Jason Kolb
Shawnda Lahr
Jace Grangruth
Mike Schwanke

Public Works Committee (4): Public Works Supervisor, Mike Schwanke
City Administrator, Christina Regas
Council Member Nicholas Seitz
Other Shawnda Lahr
Liquor Committee (4): Liquor Store Manager, Shawnda Lahr
City Administrator, Christina Regas
Public Works Supervisor, Mike Schwanke
Council Member Nicholas Seitz
Finance Committee (3): City Administrator, Christina Regas
Council Member Jason Kolb
Other Mike Schwanke
Public Safety Committee (up to 5): Police Chief Jace Grangruth
Fire Chief Brian Larson
City Administrator, Christina Regas
Public Works Supervisor, Mike Schwanke
Council Member Maxwell Gullette
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CITY OF BLACKDUCK
RESOLUTION NO: 2021-01
Golf Board (up to 6): City Administrator, Christina Regas
Golf Manager, Pam Exner
Golf Course Manager, Jim Andersen
Golf Member Laureen Schaser
Golf Member Kevin Erpelding
Council Member Maxwell Gullette
Safety Committee (4): Public Works Supervisor, Mike Schwanke
Liquor Store Manager, Shawnda Lahr
Deputy Clerk, Paige Moore
Other/Council Member Sheldon Ostlund
Planning Commissioners (5): Kurt Benson
Kurt Cease
Bob Klug Sr.
Ernie Tindell
Ron Rockis
Zoning Administrator: City Administrator, Christina Regas
Library Board: Mary Salmonson
Miriam Osborn
Katie Click
Lorraine Warden
Paula Erickson
Nance Kunkel
Amy Granlund
Blackduck Librarian Kelly West
Council Member Liason Nicholas Seitz
Kitchigami Regional Library Representative: Nicholas Seitz
HRA (up to 5): Mayor Maxwell Gullette
Councilor Jason Kolb
Councilor Sheldon Ostlund
Councilor Nicholas Seitz
City Administrator, Christina Regas
Revolving Loan Fund Committee (up to 5): City Administrator, Christina Regas
Dwight Kalvig (Kalvig & Associates)
Grant Frenzel (Deerwood Bank)
Council Member Maxwell Gullette
Headwaters Regional Development Center Rep Sarah Linda
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CITY OF BLACKDUCK
RESOLUTION NO: 2021-01
Historical Preservation Committee (up to 8): Gene Kjelberg
Glennis Moon
Avonel Kjelberg
Shirley Gilmore
Mary Joy
Marilyn Page
Lavone Peterson
Ann May Floura
Carol Hannigan
Marie Juelson
Ambulance Board Representative (BAII): City Administrator, Christina Regas
Ambulance Joint Powers Emergency Services: Mayor Maxwell Gullette
Chapter 3 Administration §1. 300.07

Committees.

Subdivision 1. Standing Committees
Committees designated - there shall be the following standing committees.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Liquor Committee
Park and Tree Board
Golf Board
Revolving Loan Committee
Library Board
Personnel
Public Works
Finance
Public Safety

Subdivision 2. Membership
Each committee shall be appointed by the mayor with the approval of the majority of the council. Each committee member
shall serve as appointed unless excused by a majority of the members of the council.
Subdivision 3. Referral Reports.
Any matter brought before the council for consideration may be referred by the presiding officer to the appropriate committee
or to the special committee appointed by him or her for a written report and committee report shall be signed by a majority of
the members and shall be filed with the administrator prior to the council meeting at which it is to be submitted. Minority
reports may be submitted. Each committee shall act promptly and faithfully on the matter referred to it.
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